The Earth's atmosphere is a dynamic system of enormous complexity. It is very difficult to define the exact size, mass, and weight of the Earth's atmosphere, but in many respects it is a very thin layer, compared to Earth's radius, of selected gases that shrouds our planet. The gravitational pull provides the essential force in aerostatic (and hydrostatic) balance. Our atmosphere is daily gaining some (meteorites) and losing some of its mass (lighter gases escaping gravity due to its thermal motion) and apparently it is in dynamic equilibrium. The lower layers of the atmosphere can be assumed to be consisting mostly of non-interacting and chemically inert gases. No single book on atmospheric science and much less a single article could possibly hope to account for all the rich details and complex physical and chemical processes simultaneously taking place throughout Earth's atmosphere.
The atmosphere of the planet Earth consists of a finite, but enormous number of molecules, atoms, and ions in thermal motion. To follow temporal and spatial histories of every elementary particle in our atmosphere would be akin to a definition of insanity and it is not really theoretically possible due to quantum uncertainty, the impossibility to determine the initial conditions, and the rapidly accumulating errors associated with the numerical integration. Luckily, the methods of the classical and the quantum statistical physics (or thermodynamics) and the kinetic theory of gases (Holman, 1980; Lay, 1963; Saad, 1966) come to assistance in defining average behavior of all elementary particles in each small but finite-volume parcel of air (Dutton, 2002) . Hence, it becomes possible to define crucial thermodynamic intensive parameters such as pressure, density and temperature which for individual atoms and molecules makes no sense.
Knowledge of those critical air parameters is essential information for pressure altimeter calibration; aircraft design; aircraft performance, testing, and certification, etc. For example, knowing the operating pressure differentials between cabin altitude (airplane's pressurized vessel) and outside atmosphere is crucial in airplane structural design and essential in high-altitude flight safety (Daidzic & Simones, 2010) . Terrestrial weather and atmospheric characteristics are constantly changingspatially and temporally. To make the problem tractable, useful, and arrive at a mutually-agreed still and (neutrally) stable atmosphere, that in reality never exists, the concept of ISA (International Standard Atmosphere) was introduced.
The atomic and molecular structure of air, which in itself is a mixture of many atomic and molecular gases is thus replaced with the notion of continuum (low-Knudsen number fluid mechanics) and a finite-size fluid parcel. Subsequently, thermodynamic properties defined for fluid parcels of small but finite size change continuously from point to point (Dutton, 2002) . A continuum principle implies that individuality of single or even larger groups of atoms and molecules is entirely lost in a huge crowd of elementary particles (e.g., 10 21 particles in one inch 3 ). This approximation enables implementation of the powerful and well developed mathematical method of integro-differential analysis. Only at very high altitudes and very low atmospheric pressures is the meaning of the continuum lost and kinetic theories of gases and statistical mechanic (classical and quantum) must be used to describe behaviors of rarefied gases (large-Knudsen number fluid mechanics). In the case of rarefied (dilute) gases, collision frequencies of elementary particles becomes too low and the mean-free-path too long ( 1  Kn ) for the gas to be considered a continuum. However, even such dilute atmosphere will provide sufficient drag to deorbit very low-altitude (100-200 km) satellites in a matter of several days to a few weeks.
The U.S.-based NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) along with other international standards of Earth atmosphere essentially cover the range of altitudes from zero MSL (Mean Sea Level) to about 1000 km (ICAO, 1993; ISO, 1975; NOAA, 1976) . The ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organization), ISO (International Organization for Standardization), and the U.S. standards give quite detailed descriptions of the fundamental processes related to the atmosphere. For example, ICAO's standard provides atmospheric parameters in tabular form for levels up to 80 km and the underlying equations used in calculations of atmospheric parameters. The main purpose of ICAO's standard is intended for use in calculations in design of aircraft, in presenting test results of aircraft and their components, and in facilitating standardization in the development and calibration of instruments. There is no space here to dwell on the minute differences and particularities for various atmospheric standards. However, these standards are not necessarily user-friendly and some important explanations and clarifications are missing. All these various standards (ICAO, ISO, NOAA), which are for the most part are identical, will be simply referred to as ISA (ISO standard).
Tabular values presented as look-up tables are not very practical when ISA quantities need to be directly implemented in other calculations. There is still a need to translate mathematical equations into programming language (e.g., Fortran, Matlab, Basic, Pascal, C++, etc.). All the calculations for arbitrary altitude must be performed starting from MSL and then marching sequentially through each layer. This is tedious and cumbersome. One essential fact missing in atmospheric standards is the actual definition of MSL or the orthometric height.
It is a common practice in many books on aeronautical and aerospace engineering (Anderson, 2012; Asselin, 1997; Bertin & Cummings, 2009; Eshelby, 2000; Filippone, 2006 Filippone, , 2012 Hale, 1984; Mair & Birdsall, 1992; McCormick, 1995; Nicolai & Carichner, 2010; Phillips, 2004; Saarlas, 2007; Torenbeek, 2013; Vinh, 1993) as well as in some more advanced aviation-science-oriented aerodynamics books (Hubin, 1992; Hurt 1965) to present abbreviated ISA tables (mostly for troposphere and tropopause). Occasionally some working equations that mathematically describe the functional relationship between the critical thermodynamic air parameters (pressure, density and temperature) are given. A common mistake noted in many references is confusing the geopotential for the orthometric altitudes and vice versa. Some ISA calculators are available on the Internet, but this is mostly a black-box approach offering no insight and almost impossible to incorporate in user-designed software. However, in the opinion of this author not enough background is given to students and practitioners of aeronautical engineering and aviation sciences to understand the standard atmospheric models. Hence, a general computational method and working equations have been derived here that allow for rapid calculations of any atmospheric layer. Standard atmosphere implicitly assumes the spherical Earth. However, the "true" shape of the Earth is Geoid defining a particular equipotential surface and approximating MSL. On the other hand, GPS-heights (U.S. based Global Positioning System) uses reference WGS-84 (World Geodetic System) which is essentially equivalent to the IERS (International Earth Rotation and Reference System) ellipsoid which is the simple mathematical approximation of the Geoid. More on the shape of the Earth and its crucially important gravitational field will be covered in a subsequent article. Geometric heights are MSL or orthometric heights or heights above the Geoid.
The basic motivation behind this research article is to provide more indepth understanding of standard atmospheric models, derive and provide more adequate non-dimensional working equations, and in parallel more advanced computational methods for calculations of the lower ISA (up to 86 km orthometric altitude). The effects of the decreasing gravitational acceleration on the vertical pressure and density distribution will be highlighted. The standard atmospheric model will be described in more detail than is normally done and the more general approach to solutions of working equations will be given for most important atmospheric parameters. A table of non-dimensional parameters will be also given as functions of orthometric and geopotential heights. Atmospheric masses, weights, and scale heights will be calculated for each ISA layer using numerical integration methods.
The Earth's Atmosphere
The Earth's atmosphere, shown in Figure 1 , is a relatively thin multicomponent gaseous layer. For example, it shields us from the harmful solar ultraviolet radiation (< 380 nanometers or nm) and provides life-sustaining oxygen-rich environment. The complexity of various physical-chemical processes that continuously occur in the atmosphere is overwhelming. Thus, idealizations and simplified mathematical models of the atmosphere need to be introduced to make this apparent chaos of simultaneous processes comprehensible and tractable. In order to standardize, evaluate, and test aerospace designs it is imperative to have one mutually agreed standard (convention) of still and dry atmosphere, that is, ISA (ISO, 1975) . Other atmospheric "standards" are in use as well. Most notably the ICAO standard atmosphere (ICAO, 1993) and the U.S. Standard Atmospheric model (NOAA, 1976) . For the most part, these standard models are identical. Models of non-standard atmospheric models such as hot day, cold day, tropic day, and arctic day (MIL-STD-210A) are also available (Filippone 2006 (Filippone , 2012 Nicolai & Carichner, 2010 ), but will not be discussed. Essentially, once the concept of ISA is understood it is not difficult to design offstandard and various other atmospheric models. The very rarefied high-altitude atmosphere used in drag calculation of LEO (Low Earth Orbit) satellite orbits is beyond the scope of this article.
The history of ISA is convoluted. Many attempts were made in the 20 th century with the progress in aeronautics to standardize aircraft performance calculations as well as calibration of pressure altimeters. In 1952 ICAO finally agreed to adopt an international standard. Subsequently, ISO published ISA as international standard ISO 2533 :1975 (ISO, 1975 and then published addendums in 1985 and 1997. In addition to ISA, there is also ICAO standard atmosphere (ICAO, 1993) and the U.S. Standard Atmosphere (NOAA, 1976) with slight differences compared to ISA and mostly in the upper layers of the atmosphere. A short history of ISA is given by Anderson (2012) .
The two major low-altitude atmospheric layers are troposphere, with the negative TLR (Temperature Lapse Rate) of about 2 0 C/1000 ft (-6.5 0 C per km) that extends from SL (Sea Level) to 11 geopotential km, and the stratosphere that extends from 11 to 47 km. The lower level of stratosphere or tropopause (isothermal layer) extends from 11 to 20 geopotential km's (36,089 to 65,616 ft) with zero temperature lapse rate (constant temperature). The upper part of the stratosphere is characterized by two different positive temperature gradient regions. The first gradient layer has a positive temperature lapse rate of about 1 0 C/km and extends from 20 to 32 km. The second gradient layer in the stratosphere has a positive TLR of 2.8 0 C/km and extends from 32 to 47 km where yet another isothermal layer starts (stratopause -part of mesosphere). Stratopause (47 to 51 km) which has uniform temperature, or zero TLR, is a part of mesosphere which extends to geopotential 84.852 km (86 km orthometric). After stratopause, the upper mesosphere also consists of two negative constant TLR regions extending from 51 to 71 km and from 71 to 84.852 geopotential km. The Earth's atmosphere thus approximately consists of several isothermal and gradient layers (regions). Troposphere, stratosphere, and mesosphere are integral parts of the homosphere.
For all practical purposes the basic constituents of dry air do not change until about 80 to 86 km (about 282,000 ft) orthometric height. Thus this region is typically called homosphere (Iribarne & Cho, 1980) . Above 86 orthometric km up to about 1,000 km the atmosphere is dramatically changing and is called a heterosphere. Thermosphere and Exosphere are thus parts of heterosphere. Exosphere consists of elementary particles moving in ballistic trajectories some of which escape Earth's gravity. Occasionally such particles will travel for hundreds of kilometers before colliding with another particle.
The lower atmosphere is very well mixed resulting in essentially constant ratios of its main constituents. Molecular nitrogen (N2) is the most abundant atmospheric gas with diatomic molecular oxygen (O2) coming as second. Many noble gases such as Argon (Ar), Neon (Ne), Helium (He), Krypton (Kr), and Xenon (Xe) are found in its inherently stable atomic states. The resulting total thermodynamic pressures and volumes are sums of respective partial pressures and volumes of its constituents.
Alarmingly, the concentration of the carbon dioxide (CO2) is increasing in the atmosphere and currently becoming an extraordinary problem due to its greenhouse-gas nature. According to Trenberth and Smith (2005) the amount of atmospheric CO2 increased from 270 ppm (parts-per-million) to over 370 ppm in the period of the last 200 years or from the pre-industrial estimates till today. Water (H2O) is found in varying amounts in all three states of the matter in the lower atmosphere. Thus the atmospheric standard cannot reasonably account for humid air and water vapor variability. Additionally, molecular hydrogen H2, Methane (CH4) and many other gases are found in trace amounts.
Based on numerous measurements (gas balloons, sounding rockets, research airplanes, LEO satellites, etc.) over many decades and over various geographical locations on Earth, current standard atmospheric model consists of several discrete temperature layers of which the first few (homosphere) are summarized in Table 1 ( ICAO, 1993; ISO, 1975; NOAA, 1976) . A good basic introduction into Earth's atmosphere is given by Iribarne and Cho (1980) . According to Iribarne and Cho, 90% of the atmospheric mass is contained within approximately the first 20 km (top 100 mbar level). Iribarne and Cho also stated that 99.9% of the atmospheric mass is contained within the first 50 km (top 1 mbar level).
Although the concept of MSL is habitually used in aeronautics and aviation it is basically never defined. As expected, the issue is much more complex than it may appear at the first sight. First, Earth is not a perfect sphere.
Second, it rotates. Earth's rotation controls its shape and indirectly spatial distribution of the gravitational mass and attraction. To make things even more complicated, Earth's mass-density is not uniformly distributed due to geological activity implying existence of many gravity anomalies. Earth not only rotates, but also nutates, precesses, and wobbles in a very complicated fashion. The gravitational pull will decrease with the square of the distance in accordance with the classical Newton's law of universal gravitation. Air parcels at higher altitude will thus experience lesser gravitational attractions. Again, more on Earth's gravitation and shape will be covered in a subsequent article. In actual analysis of standard atmosphere, Earth's non-sphericity and nonuniform mass-density is thus neglected. Gravitational equipotential surfaces are then concentric spheres with gravitational acceleration vectors being equivalent to the radius vectors emanating from the geocenter (geometric center) and barycenter (mass center). An average surface gravitational acceleration is based on the adopted standard mid-latitude value for the true Earth. In that case gravitational acceleration changes only as a function of altitude above the Geoid that can be written with sufficient accuracy below 500 km (1,640,000 ft) as: as it apparently corresponds to Earth radius at mid-latitude where standard gravitational acceleration exists. However, the NOAA (1976) radius is actually almost exactly the polar (and minimum Earth's) radius, which for the spherical-Earth approximation, does not seem to be fully appropriate. Therefore, an average spherical-Earth radius was used here resulting in small difference from NOAA's (1976) values at very high altitudes (three meters at 86 km). The change in standard averaged gravitational acceleration using Equation 1 is less than 0.8% for heights below 25 km compared to SL values. Linear approximation in Equation 1 at 25 km results in truncation error of less than 0.05%. Only at very high altitudes (suborbital and orbital flight) is the reduction of gravity with height really crucial, but by that time very little is left of Earth's atmosphere.
The Thermodynamic Model of Air
Atmospheric air at lower altitudes is assumed to be a still dry mixture of chemically-stable non-interacting gases that follow thermally and calorically perfect-or ideal-gas constitutive equation of state (Liepmann & Roshko, 2001) . The general virial equation of state (Holman, 1980; Lay, 1963; Saad, 1966) for real gases utilizing molar volume yields:
Here, the universal gas constant is . Such virial equation of state was first suggested by Kamerlingh Onnes in 1901 (Lay, 1963; Saad, 1966) . For not too high pressures many gases in homogeneous air mixture such as N2 show that compressibility factor stays almost constant and very close to one (Saad, 1974) . Thus, for all practical purposes dry atmospheric air follows the ideal-(or perfect-) gas law quite faithfully (Z=1) until about 86 km. The coefficient of isentropic expansion of perfect dry air is thus a constant
The real gases will experience disassociation and ionization which leads to changes in chemical and thermodynamic properties.
For the non-interacting ideal-gas mixture, Dalton's and Amagat's law simultaneously apply (Holman, 1980; Lay, 1963; Saad, 1966) :
The molecular weight and volume (concentration) fractions of the most abundant gases in the atmosphere are given in Table 2 ( NOAA, 1976) . The average molecular weight and the particular gas constant of dry air mixture up to about 86 km is (NOAA, 1976) :
However, due to changing molecular weight of the air mixture an ISA standard introduces a molecular scale temperature which is based on the kinetic (thermodynamic) temperature and the ratio of the molecular weights at SL and given altitude. It is this molecular-scale temperature that is given as a function of geopotential altitude in standard atmosphere (NOAA, 1976) .
The change of atmospheric pressure with altitude is thus based on the fundamental equation of aerostatics (Granger, 1995) and employs the ideal-gas law:
In the absence of vertical acceleration, the aerostatic (hydrostatic) and thermodynamic pressures are equal (Dutton, 2002) . Moreover, it was assumed that aerostatic (thermodynamic) pressure is a function of height only. More details on atmospheric thermodynamics can be found in Dutton (2002) . Gravitational acceleration is thus height-dependent and analytic integration becomes more complicated. It is therefore a common practice to introduce the concept of "geopotential altitude" or the height for which the gravitational acceleration stays constant with altitude (Eshelby, 2000; Saucier, 1989) . Gravitational potential or geopotential defines the potential energy per unit mass of a particle moving in gravitational field. The basic idea behind geopotential altitude is that reduced gravitational acceleration with increasing MSL altitude will result in an actually longer vertical column of air producing the same surface pressure as a shorter column of air (geopotential height) with constant surface gravity. Geopotential height is always lower than orthometric altitude above the Geoid. The relationship between geopotential altitude ( H ) and orthometric altitude (z) is:
or by using Equation 1:
Integrating Equation 7, one obtains the relationship between constant-g (geopotential) height and the variable-g (orthometric) height above MSL:
For example, when the orthometric altitude is 100 km (328,080 ft) geopotential altitude is 98.455 km (322,931 ft) or in linear Taylor approximation 98.43% of orthometric altitude. For current high-subsonic commercial air transportation typically conducted at 9-12 km (30,000 to 40,000 ft) differences between geopotential and orthometric altitude is negligible (less than 0.16%). Integration of the differential aerostatic equilibrium (Equation 6) can now be performed easily in terms of geopotential altitude with constant gravitational acceleration. Orthometric altitude can be calculated from the geopotential one as:
Above 86 km MSL, the physical-chemical processes in Earth's atmosphere become considerably more complicated and relatively simple modeling using the ideal-gas law as presented here is no longer valid (NOAA, 1976) .
Total mass of the atmosphere is a fundamental quantity to all atmospheric sciences as emphasized by Trenberth and Smith (2005) . By knowing the change of air mass-density with altitude a mass of each particular atmospheric layer (
) can be calculated for spherically symmetric Earth (of radius 0 R ) and atmosphere:
The total atmospheric mass is a sum of fractional masses. Similarly, one can calculate the weight of a given atmospheric layer by knowing the air massdensity distribution and the change of gravitational acceleration, resulting in:
These integrals can be evaluated analytically or numerically for each atmospheric layer. Some of the integrals are more complicated than others and cumbersome to work with for different atmospheric layers. Therefore, simple Simpson's numerical integration (Chapra & Canale, 2006 : Press Teulkolsky Vetterling & Flanery, 1992 will be used instead. According to Davies (2003) , the mass of the atmosphere is about . Thus, Earth is more than a million times more massive than its atmosphere and its oceans which occupy about 70% of Earth's surface, although relatively shallow, are about 260 times more massive than the atmosphere. Trenberth and Smith (2005) , reported the dry mass of the atmosphere to be   . These values were based on globally measured surface pressures. Mass and weight of Earth's atmosphere are directly proportional to surface pressure (Trenberth & Smith, 2005) .
ISA Atmospheric Models
Two basic ISA models of molecular-scale temperature change exist in the standard atmosphere:
 Isothermal (constant temperature or zero TLR)  Linear (constant positive or negative TLR).
A graphical illustration of temperatures bands in standard atmosphere calculations are shown in Figure 2 . The calculated base layer pressures, temperatures, and densities, starting with the given SL standard are presented in Table 3 for each corresponding geopotential altitude. For constant TLR homosphere (troposphere, stratosphere, and mesosphere), changes in atmospheric pressure with geopotential height follows differential law:
Troposphere is the lowest thermal gradient layer of ISA atmosphere characterized by the constant negative TLR:
In troposphere temperatures change linearly with geopotential altitude up to 11 km or 36,089 ft (
In terms of orthometric altitude that would be from 0 to 11,019 m (36,151 ft). Integration of Equation 12 results in: 
Non-dimensional ideal-gas law is expressed as:
Air density changes in constant lapse-rate layer according to the ideal-gas law as: An isothermal temperature layer (tropopause, stratopause, etc.) follows differential law:
After integration for geopotential height range (e.g., tropopause) one obtains: Base pressure of particular layers can be found in Table 3 . Each base layer is calculated as a top from the previous layer, yielding in this particular case: 
Density of the preceding base is calculated using appropriate models, for example, the top of the first layer,
There can be no discontinuity in values at the interface of two layers. However, rates of change may not be continuous across layers and that is particularly true for ISA's vertical temperature distribution.
Stratosphere is the second major thermal layer of ISA atmosphere and is characterized by three different TLRs (sublayers). The first one is the familiar zero TLR tropopause and the two upper layers with positive TLRs (from 20 to 32 and 32 to 47geopotential km): 
Temperature increases linearly with geopotential altitude in Stratosphere II and Stratosphere III models: The pressure change in the middle stratospheric layer is thus:
A similar expression could be given for density change, but it is much easier to just invoke the ideal gas law. The analog procedure is performed for the linear stratospheric-III layer resulting in dimensionless pressure:
and corresponding density:
The next standard temperature layer is the stratopause (part of Mesosphere) which is just another isothermal layer with:
A general model can now be devised about the form of non-dimensional pressure equations. If the atmospheric layer is with the linear temperature lapserate, then for the n-th layer, one may write: If the n-th homospheric layer is isothermal with the known base layer height of nB H , then:
Non-dimensional ISA temperatures in an n-th layer is calculated for constant-TLR ( n  ) or constant temperature (isothermal) as a function of altitude:
Values of characteristic exponents for the linear and the isothermal atmospheric layers are summarized in Table 4 . Dimensionless pressure and temperature changes (linear or constant) for a particular layer are expressed as
. Base values of non-dimensional parameters for each standard atmospheric temperature layer are summarized in Table 5 . Equations 28 to 31 together with Tables 4 and 5 represent some of the main contributions of this work.
Non-dimensional air mass density for a given layer is simply obtained from dimensionless ideal-gas law
, which in the case of linear atmosphere, the ISA mass-density is: 
Clearly, complicated and cumbersome computations are required as the next higher atmospheric layer is calculated which is however, facilitated by using the base values for each layer in combination with the corresponding ISA-layer law. Basic SL ISA properties of dry air mixture are given in Table 6 . Dimensional and non-dimensional speed of sound or acoustic speed or propagation speed of small isentropic pressure disturbances is calculated for each ISA layer from:
Dimensionless dynamic and kinematic viscosity coefficients are:
Approximate relationship for dynamic and kinematic viscosity of air with surprisingly good accuracy at lower temperatures is given by Granger (1995) :
Graphical representation of calculated essential non-dimensional ISA air parameters are shown in Figure 3 . McCormick (1995) gives an expression for kinematic viscosity (in ft 2 /s) which is accurate within 0.1% compared to ISA values up to 70,000 ft ( . Changes of kinematic viscosity with altitude has drastic implications on a wing's Reynolds number. At very high altitudes (above 180,000 ft), Reynolds numbers decreases by about two orders-ofmagnitude, compared to SL values, chiefly because kinematic viscosity increases. This seriously affects aerodynamic and stability coefficients. A graphical depiction of several dynamic and kinematic viscosity models versus orthometric altitude are shown in Figure 4 . Viscosity model given in Granger (1995) is in excellent agreement with the ISA while McCormick's (1995) least-square approximation of tabular ISA values shows increasing discrepancies above about 22 km as was also suggested by the original author. By knowing the standard SL-values it is simple to compute the actual air temperature, pressure, density, speed of sound, and viscosities at given altitude:
The derived physical variables from the fundamental three are:
20 International Journal of Aviation, Aeronautics, and Aerospace, Vol. 2 [2015] Figure 3 . Non-dimensional temperature, pressure, density and speed of sound coefficients in ISA. Dimensionless pressure and density coefficients are shown in logarithmic scale.
Mass and Scale Heights of ISA
Although the integrals presented in Equations 10 and 11 can be solved analytically, computations are tedious and cumbersome. Instead one could resort to a simple yet quite accurate multi-interval (extended) Simpson's 1/3 integration rule which is step above the trapezoidal integration. Simpson's rule is based on integrating the forward Newton-Gregory interpolating polynomial between three known (measured) values. The accuracy of the Simpson's 1/3 rule is excellent for most of the applications and "well-behaving" functions. It is especially useful when the numerical values of functions to be integrated is given in equidistant intervals. Of course, many other open (suited for improper integrals) or closed (Newton-Cotes) numerical integration methods are available (Chapra & Canale, m was used. About 77.5% of the entire ISA atmosphere is contained in the troposphere thus requiring the highest resolution. Masses of each ISA layer and the total ISA mass up to 86 km is presented in Table 7 based on numerical integration results. The ISA mass and weight have been calculated here for the first time to the best of author's knowledge. Values obtained here are very close to known estimates of true Earth's atmospheric mass. From values obtained by integration and the total ISA mass up to 86 km, the fractional atmospheric masses have respective scale heights summarized in Table 8 . (about ±50 m in ISA troposphere) and the values were not interpolated, but taken as closest to tabulated fractional mass. For many practical purposes mass of the atmosphere above 86 km is negligible compared to the total sum over the lower levels. To facilitate the computations, Table A1 of the basic non-dimensional thermodynamic properties calculated with 14 significant digits is given in the Appendix. Typically, only seven significant figures are presented which is more than sufficient for most applications. Least accurate physical constant limits the accuracy of calculations and the numbers of significant digits. The result for altitudes in SI systems can be easily converted to British engineering units still used in some parts of the world.
Discussion of Results
An example using the new computational model of ISA will be now provided. A task is to calculate ISA temperature, pressure, and density at 40,000 m. The layer identified from Table 1 is stratosphere III (between 32 and 47 K) with the constant TLR of +0.0028 K/m. Base temperatures, pressures and densities can be found in Table 3 , but we will calculate them using the equations derived here. The base temperature is calculated from Equation 31 and using the exponents and base values of layers from 
The non-dimensional pressure at 40 km is calculated utilizing Equation 28 and value of exponent from Table A1 in Appendix) numerical difference being solely in using less significant digits (round-off errors). Utilizing expressions from Equation 37 and ISA SL properties given in Table 6 , the absolute temperature, pressure, and density now become 251 K (-22 0 C), 278 Pa, and 0.00386 kg/m 3 , respectively. Other physical air properties at 40 km could be calculated using expressions from Equation 38. This completes the example.
A classical pressure altimeter (aneroid barometer calibrated to indicate altitudes) is only capable of measuring local atmospheric pressure which always decrease with altitude. Therefore, pressure altitudes are always used in flight operations and in the specific case when 29.92 inch Hg or 1013.25 hPa (mbar) are used for SL pressure than the standard pressure altitudes of flight levels are flown. The, so called, sensitive altimeter (not permanently fixed at 29.92 inch Hg) can indeed adjust for changing SL pressure. However, the pressure altimeter cannot correct for variable (non-standard) temperatures and very cold temperatures would require additional height corrections when operating close to ground. Thus, from the standard tropospheric ISA model and local pressure measurement a pressure altitude (PA) can be calculated from:
For example, if an aircraft is flying a constant 300 mbar (300 hPa) pressure level in standard temperature and TLR condition, the pressure altitude will be about 9,153 m or 30,030 ft. All flights above 18,000 ft are designated FLs (Flight Levels) in USA and standard atmospheric pressure of 29.92 inch Hg (QNE) is used. Almost everywhere else FLs and transition altitudes/levels vary and can be as low as 5,000 ft. Below FL heights and as the local SL pressure (QNH) is decreasing and the sensitive altimeter's set point in, so called, Kollsman window is not readjusted to a new SL pressure a problem may arise. An aircraft will seem to be climbing (although it may not be doing so) as the local pressure at given altitude is decreasing. That will be subconsciously detected by pilot(s) trying to maintain constant pressure altitude and shallow descending flight will result. As pilot flies constant pressure altitude, the orthometric altitude is in fact decreasing, i.e., the proverbial "from high to low look out below" (FAA, 2015) . , which explains the above proverb. Consider also that pressure altimeter uncertainty is allowed to be ±75 ft which may add to non-standard pressures and temperatures errors. Flight operational details on pressure altimeter setting procedures can be found in (FAA, 2015) .
Another altitude that can be derived from ISA considerations is TA (Temperature Altitude) defined for troposphere only as:
Unlike atmospheric pressure and density that are monotonically decreasing and have unique relationship to height, ISA temperature meanders throughout the atmosphere (see Figures 2 and 3) . For example, a relative temperature 9 . 0   corresponds to three different heights approximately: 4,500 m, 43,000 m, and 55,000 m respectively. Additionally, the atmospheric temperature is least stable of all three principal thermodynamic air properties and it is no wonder that altitudes with reference to OAT (Outside Air Temperature) gage are not used.
A crucial performance altitude is, so-called, density altitude (DA) which for the standard troposphere results in:
However, the real atmosphere is neither still nor is the air dry. Although, the ISA concept assumes perfectly mixed atmosphere with localized overturning processes, the vertical motion and instability of real atmosphere can indeed become violent (Dutton, 2002; Saucier, 1989) . Additionally, TLR and surface temperatures are normally not the same ones as utilized in ISA standard. For the standard atmosphere, the geopotential height is by definition equal to pressure height (Eshelby, 2000) . For non-standard temperature, ISA deviation can be defined and geopotential and pressure altitudes differ by correction factor:
This explains why for colder air in which temperature is below the standard value STD T T  , the geopotential (and thus orthometric) height is lower than corresponding pressure altitude, translating to "from warm to coldalso look out below". As the cold atmosphere compresses, the pressure levels will descend toward the Earth's surface.
Conclusions
Knowledge of standard atmospheric parameters is essential in aircraft design, performance testing, pressure altimeter calibration, and a plethora of other important aeronautical and aviation science applications. A concept of ISA was established to standardize such analysis globally. However, ISA values are typically given only in tabular form making them impractical for many applications. No specific algorithms for ISA computations are provided in the standard. A new general computational method for rapid calculation of standard atmospheric parameters for arbitrary altitudes up to 86 km has been developed and utilized here for the first time to the best of our knowledge. Base values of essential air parameters in ISA calculations have been computed and presented for each layer with at least seven significant digits accuracy. Essential thermodynamic theory and the basis for ideal-gas considerations of dry atmospheric air have been highlighted. The difference between the geopotential and orthometric altitudes and the definition of MSL has been clarified. It is believed that all these efforts were well warranted as most considerations of ISA in open literature lack deeper insight, consistency and completeness. Efforts made here also contribute to the comprehensiveness of theoretical considerations and facilitate putting standard atmospheric models on a stronger foundation. The ISA mass, weight, and scale heights have been estimated for the first time and are in good agreement with measurements and estimates of the real atmosphere. Pressure and density altitudes have been defined in terms of air thermodynamic parameters. In addition to many working equations a table of calculated nondimensional values up to 86 km has been provided. All computations have been performed with fourteen significant-digits precision although only seven significant digits were frequently shown. The concepts of pressure, temperature, and density altitudes were explained and its relationship to ISA highlighted. 
